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Well, another year is almost over and at writing,

it’s almost as wet as the start of the year! That

said, it feels like we’ve had a wonderful year

with sunshine in abundance and the harvests

have been good.

As is customary, we closed the year with our

Pumpkin Fest. More than 50 people turned out

to enjoy homemade spiced pumpkin soup and

barbecued burgers and sausages then round

off their feast with the most delightful array of

donated cakes and buns. There were lots of

entrants in the pumpkin carving competition and the bonfire was high enough we

expected a visit from the fire brigade! All in all, a wonderful event and much gratitude is

owed to Philippa Tribler for her fantastic organisation.

We’ve been busy letting vacant plots to new tenants. The waiting list has shrunk markedly

and at last count we have around 15 new tenants. Welcome to everyone that’s new –

please take the time to say hello if you have a new neighbour.

At the same time we’re reviewing our winter maintenance plans. You’ll recall at the AGM

we voted to resurface the entry roads on both sides of the site. We’re updating our

quotations and will let you know when work is scheduled to proceed as this will mean

closing the site for a week whilst the surface is laid and set. We’ve chosen the winter to

hopefully minimise disruption and trust that the long term benefits will far outweigh the

short term inconvenience. We’ll also be installing the new water tank planned for east-

side, and you’ll already have seen the new gates (thank you Steve Pearce) which make

such a smart entrance to our site west-side.

Have a restful winter, enjoying the seed catalogues and

dreaming of your successful crops for next year.

Happy holidays to all our tenants and we look forward

to   welcoming you again in the Spring.

Best wishes and good growing

Caroline Trumper
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N O T E  F R O M  T H E  C H A I R P E R S O N



Sunday  12 April AGM 

Saturday and Sunday  16-17 May Plant Sale

Saturday 5 September Produce Show

Sunday 25 October Pumpkin Fest

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 2015

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

IDENTIFY THE BIRD RESULT COMPETITION 2014

BRIGHT COLOUR TO BEGIN WITH ...................

ANGRY WILLIAM  ................................................

BURNING EMBLEM ............................................

WAS SHE A SAILOR ............................................

ONE OF THE ALPHABET.....................................

LIVELY CAT...........................................................

SPEEDY WRITER.................................................

BATTY WHISTLER................................................

CRITICIZE.............................................................

AS BALD AS .........................................................

REDSTART

CROSSBILL

FIRECREST

WREN

JAY

KITTIWAKE

SWIFT

WILLOW WARBLER

SNIPE

COOT

And the winner was Paul Hockney who received a 

£10 gardening voucher.
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T H A N K Y O U M a r t i n  W a y  A l l o t m e n t s

From Bees for Development
MAGA’s plant sale in May 2014 raised £106.50 for the charity

Bees for Development, and we received a lovely “thank you”

letter from them. The charity works with beekeepers in

developing countries, especially in parts of Africa, to help

teach methods of beekeeping relevant to local communities,

which in turn enables communities to earn a sustainable living

from their bees by selling honey together with other hive

products such as cosmetics which can be made from wax.

www.beesfordevelopment.org



You may have noticed in recent

weeks that London Borough of

Merton are clearing the rubbish

from our allotment  collection bays

less  frequently. This is because of

the general squeeze on resources

at LBM and financial cutbacks on

numbers of staff etc. Currently

LBM are contracted to clear the

rubbish from west and east side of

our allotments area up to 6 times each side per year. Any rubbish clearances in excess

of this LBM charge MAGA at £160 per collection. We have already had around

5 collections each side already this year and so are likely to exceed our 'free' quota.

The main solution to this is to encourage all plot holders to try composting as much of

their green waste as possible, especially soil and turf of which our new  plot holders

have plenty when digging overgrown plots for the first time. Ideally plot holders should

allocate a corner of   their plots to composting. This could be by construction a wooden

box of 1m x 1m or even larger if desired. Alternatively the soil, turf and other soft green

material can be piled in a heap in the corner of the plot and this will naturally rot down

over a few months. The composting process will

be accelerated if the   material is chopped up with

shears or secateurs.      

If plot holders have larger amounts of material

then two or three heaps may be necessary. It also

heaps the rotting process to cover the compost

heap with jute sacking or similar material that

helps to exclude the light, but lets the air in to

enable the compost heap to breath. After a few

months   the top layer of material can be removed

to reveal the rotted compost below and this can

be dug back into the soil over the rest of the plot.

It is  important that the compost heap be formed on top of the soil to enable worms

and other beneficial organisms to enter the heap and thus assist the composting

process. Ideally you should have several compost heaps going, of

different ages to give you a continuous  supply of compost to dig

into the soil all year round. The white fleshy bindweed roots often

found in newly dug soil or grass can either be removed before the

material is put onto the compost heap or removed when the com-

post is ready to be spread around the  plot and dug in. You will

also find that digging in your home made compost makes a big difference to the growth

of your crops and it provides general fertility and improvement to the soil.

For other non-green waste material it would be very helpful if plot holders with cars

could reduce the amount waste material dumped in the bays by taking this rubbish to

the LBM recycling centres such as at Garth Road. You will need to show a council tax

statement or proof of residence in the borough.

C O M P S T I N G “Fe l l ow  P l o t  Ho l de r s
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Could we also remind plot holders that the rubbish bays are for the use of allotment

rubbish only and not for household waste. We have had unauthorised dumpings of items

such as mattresses, car tyres, TVs etc which LBM will not take away and such items also

provide an excuse for them to delay the clearance of other 'genuine' allotment rubbish.

We would be extremely grateful if all plot holders could try to observe the above in order

to reduce our rubbish disposal costs. Attached is an information leaflet on composting to

assist.

The MAGA Committee is also looking into other possible schemes for composting

and shredding of material, but if any plot hold-

ers have other ideas and suggestions we would

be pleased to consider them.   

Thank you for your cooperation"

Andy Preece

MAGA Committee Member

07703 983877
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A L L O T M E N T  H O L D E R S  W I N  V I C T O R Y

Good  va l ue  &
conven i ence

V for Victory !

The minister granted consent in May 2013 for the development of the plots as they were

"unnecessary or surplus to requirements". The allotment holders are celebrating

victory....the department admitted it had made a legal blunder by failing to spell out why

it had approved the disposal of allotments that were still in heavy demand. 

A spokesman for the department said "In light of representations, the department intends

to agree to cancel the decision and re-determine the need". This is a small victory for

the plot holders but never the less significant as it means the Government will have to

reconsider the case afresh, placing a question mark over whether the controversial

scheme will go ahead. This may have been the thin edge of the wedge.  

There is evidence that local authorities are seizing hundreds of sites for other uses in

opposition to plotholders. 

Allotment holders of the Farm Terrace allotments 

in  Watford  applied for a judicial review against a 

finding  by  the minister  (Eric Pickles) who gave his 

approval  for  Watford Borough  Council to seize land 

as  part of a development of up to 600 new homes and 

enhanced facilities for Watford Hospital. Under the 1908 

Smallhold ings and Allotments Act, Councils must provide 

sufficient plots to local residents where there is demand. 



As you are aware the shop is only open on a Sunday from 

10.00 - 12.00 you may know someone who has a key to the 

shop who would be willing to assist with a sale.

The growing and harvesting season is now well upon us and so it is time to 

look at the space you will have for the Autumn or how you will enrich your plot space, in

the shop we have a range of composts which include an extra rich variety, stocks are

getting very low at the moment but we shall restock soon. We can offer good value and

convenience.

Those growing vegetables over winter may wish to look at purchasing netting either for

covering wooden frames we have a strong plastic net for this purpose or soft netting for

plastic hoops.

Slugs and snails are busy now so if you don't have slug traps or pellets we still have

plenty of pellets in stock.

The supply of seeds for winter planting are going well so check with us for your

requirements.

We have been lucky enough to have been donated a number of tools that may be

of use to new plot holders if you don't have your own or are having a working party

to get your plot cleared ready for the Autumn and Winter.

For those with fruit trees on their plot

(or at home) who contributed their surplus

fruit to Abundance Wimbledon...thank you

very much. If you don't know Abundance

they come and pick the fruit and leave you

what you want for yourself. Abundance is a

charity...look them up on the internet and

make a note of their number for your fruit

harvest in 2015.

T H E S H O P

For all those new

plot holders who are

looking for ideas the

RHS, Gardeners World as well as

plant suppliers have help areas.

The RHS has an area for new plot

holders and the work required to get

started.

Don't forget we issued some information covering this area, the initial months are the

hardest, it takes a lot of hard work to get the ground turned over. If you don't keep up

the work the weeds and grasses will soon take over and it can be very disheartening.

Realise the task ahead and settle in to the hard work that will bring its rewards in a time,

there is nothing nicer than eating food you have grown from your hard work, it does get

easier.

N E W P L O T H O L D E R S Look i ng  f o r  i d eas?

Good  va l ue  &  conven i ence
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T H E A P I A R Y N E W S

As most of you will have gathered,

this summer (well, up to now!),

has been wonderful for our bees

as there has been weeks of sun

for them to get out and fly plus

loads of good forage, meaning

nectar and pollen.         

This year was especially good for

the Lime tree  flowers, as often it

is too wet when they typically

flower and the bees  cannot

access the forage. Certainly my hive located in Morden Hall Park has done very well and

much of the honey is  probably from the nearby Lime trees in the park there. 

We have been able to welcome two new beekeepers this year, Gabriel and Gio, both

of whom are also Martin Way allotmenters which is great! It is always interesting to work

with newer beekeepers as it makes me reflect back on my own practices. There are

usually several different ways to manage hives and much heated debate amongst

beekeepers!!

As the summer is drawing to a close, we are now starting to treat our hives for the dreaded

Varroa mite, a tiny mite that first came to the UK in the 1980’s and is now one of the most

serious pests facing bees. There are a few licensed medicines that

we can choose from, and treatment generally lasts up to 6 weeks,

aiming to kill most of the Varroa during that period so that the newly

hatching “winter” bees have the best chance of going into winter in

the best health possible. Varroa affects the colony in various ways

including acting as a virus vector, in that it can pass on diseases to

the developing bees, leaving them with stunted abdomens and de-

formed wings. Not a happy sight to see in any hive. 

We have by now taken off the excess honey supers (boxes) to extract for honey, and I

return the wet frames to the hives for the bees to lick clean (honest). This causes great

excitement within the hive and the bees fly

out of the hive in hundreds until they work

out that all this extra honey is actually within

their own hive and not somewhere outside.

Takes them about 30 minutes to realise

then they all calm down and stream back

inside. 

The honey is processed by taking off the

excess combs, slicing off the wax cappings,

placing each frame into a centrifugal

spinner, either electric or manual, and

spinning both ways to release the honey. 
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Busy  Bees



Then the honey is  allowed to run out and is collected in honey (food grade) buckets, via

a sieve to remove larger bits of wax/debris, then finally poured into storage tanks and left

for about one week for the air bubbles to settle. Then it is ready to jar up, phew. Whatever

I do, my kitchen always ends up a totally sticky mess by the end of the day!

For those who may be wondering, we

always leave enough honey for each hive

to overwinter well. This means about 40

pounds per hive, or slightly more to be

safe.

Thanks as ever to all those who plant

bee friendly plants, and show interest

and support to the bees. 

Happy  A l l o tmen t i ng
Best wishes Alison

S L U G S

slugs

when she

eco greenie

on her allotment

at low level

put up signs

‘Dear slugs and snails

please just use compost bin

very welcome and tasty’

the other allotment holders

laughed-laughed at her

but when at the autumn

flower and veg show

her pristine -untouched lettuces

cleared the board of prizes

doubts flowered

doubts fruited

signs appeared

pmcmanus

r548
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Q  O  Z  D  A  Z  M U  L  C  H  W D  K  C  D  X

W I Z  M B  A  B E A E  D A H  S F D A

L   R  P  R  A  K E Z  G M  T  O K  I  I   S E 

M  Y  X  Z  P  L R  I N E  L  U  D  N  S  L P

Y  G H  C N E B   L   I  E  W U  P  H Q D O 

D  S  V E F  V E   I  D S  D  J O  P  C  G T

S R O  K  X  T  Y  T E Y   I   V  U  U  V  R T

T  H  Y  K  M R R R  E G  E T   T Q  E  R  I

V O  R  S D  A  E E W L N W A B T M N  

D  B  E  E  R  N S  F  U A  O I  M M  V R G

M R  B  V  A  S  R  K  L R  R   I   L   T  E X  I

G  C B  O I  P  U  P  M K  L  L   F D  J  L  Z

R  Q  U  L N  L N  S  O C C  Q  E E E J C

L   C R  G  A  A  O  T  F A R  G  P  W K  E E

H  O H  F  G N  Z   T  H O  S E E  C O W S

L  G S G E T T   R  E  L  L   I  S   A  S  R X

W C A  C O D  W  A  T E  R E  N  U  R P  T

T H E  G A R D E N  
W O R D  S E A R C H

HAVE FUN FINDING THE WORDS

BENCH

CLEMATIS

CLIMBER

CUTWORMS

DRAINAGE

FERTILIZE

GLOVES

POTTING

PRUNE

RAKE

SEEDLING

SHADE

SHRUBBERY

GRAFT

HOE

HOLE

HOSE

MULCH

NURSERY

PLANT

SHOVEL

TRANSPLANT

TRELLIS

TROWEL

WATER

WEEDING



K N O W  Y O U R  C O M M I T T E E

Chairperson – Caroline Trumper (plot 26)  •  Treasurer – Peter Flintoff (plot 109)

Secretary – Felicity Cole (plot 105)  •  Member – Andrew Preece (plot 5)

Member – Margaret Rixon (plot 86)  •  Member – Geoff Gregory (plot 148A)

Member - Phil Neale (plot 103)

T H E Y E A R  E N D S H E R E
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The final act of the year as volunteers dismantle the marquee to go into store for the

Winter months...

See you in April to erect again???     HAPPY NEW YEAR!


